


 Cross currents, shifting, and dislocation are the hallmarks of Boris Bidjan Saberi’s new 
season.

For his Spring/Summer 2016 collection, the designer continues with a playful intelligence to pursue 
functionality within the context of his street wear influences, further defining the inspiration behind 
his signature aesthetic. 

Striking a subtle balance between tailoring and dressmaking, underlining a contemporary vision and 
artesanal know-how, the silhouettes of the season fuse two distinct worlds.  Workwear transforms 
into deep sea diving suits. The fusion of the functional requirements of these two worlds reveal the 
true obsession of the designer: the study and understanding of the body and its movement which 
brings his creations from the visionary into the realm of the practical.

The anatomical cuts which have been seen in his collections throughout the seasons and played a 
part in creating an utterly unique Saberian aesthetic, are redesigned inspired by neoprene suit con-
struction. Here, far from the original intention to flatter the curves of the wearer, the play of seams 
act as a starting point for a new experiment in pattern making. Upon closer inspection, the cuts of 
these surprising silhouettes reveal a woven puzzle of textures that highlight an attention to detail 
beyond the ordinary.

If human anatomy is at the core of Boris Bidjan Saberi’s tailoring, the materials themselves are anal-
ogously organic. 
Coated shirts appear wet, roughly textured cottons take hold of the wearer and vegetable tanned 
leathers complete the senses with their distinctive musk. Inner layers are given the same care, 
finished with experimental treatments and handmade details. These Saberian signatures draw atten-
tion to the functionality of the lighter weight jackets and vests with their retractable and removable 
linings for the Spring/Summer season.

The interplay of fabric travels throughout strong and emblematic pieces; both earthly and aquatic, 
dungarees and overalls come in an unusually colorful range for the designer. 

A bold black, which Saberi uses repeatedly to underline the virtuosity of his cuts, mingles with “nu-
clear” and deep blues and variations of grey and off-white. Crafted in evocative colors, the 
silhouettes of these contemporary divers are complemented by accessories drawing from the same 
references ; protective armor bags, lace-up boots with gripping soles - inspired by antique diver 
shoes - functional gear that ensures safe passage for his hybrid army. 

 Saberi startles again with his creativity, revealing with his expert hand and sharp eye yet-un-
seen explorations of an abyssal world. Thereby reaffirming the signature and creative maturity of 
Boris Bidjan Saberi.

SUBSPHERE / SPRING SUMMER 16



parka vest 2 f1410k c4 - knpull2 hm f353 + f355 c0 - knp2 hm f353 + 355 c0 - longjohn2 f0409c c4 
boot2 f2415m c4

1



2
mono1 f1504b c4 - suit1 f1504b c4 - shirt2 f1503f c0 - belt4 f2409p c4 - bag1 f2423m c0 - boot4 f2411m c0



knpull4 f3401f c4 - j6 f1501k c4 - peto1 f1503b/b c0 - bamba2 f2405m c4
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mono2 f0503m + f0508t c4 - parka vest2 f1503b/b c0 - bamba5 f2423m c0
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parka1 f1503b/g c1 - shirt3 f1126 c0 - p12 f2422m/g c1 - boot4 f2411m c0
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p1 f1503b/G4 c1 - tank2 f0501f c1 - shirt1 f1501b c1 - j4 f2422m/G c1 - vest1 f1503b/b c0 - bamba4 f2423m c0 -

rodillera c7



suit1 f1409k c7 - shirt5 f2422m/g c1 - p3 f1409k c7 - boot2 f2411m c1 - rodillera c7
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zipper3 f080 c7 - p5 f080 c7 - parka vest2 f1503b/g c1 - boot4 f2411m c1 - rodillera c7
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knpull5 f3401f c4 - j6 f1944 c7 - p2 f19201 c7 - tank1 f0401t c4 - rodillera c4 - bamba3 f2423m c1
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outdoor jacket1 f19201 c7 - shirt2 f1501f c4 - p12 f1503k c4 - bamba5 f2423m c1
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shirt3 f1503f c4 - peto1 f1503b/g c1 - belt4 f1410p c7 - boot4 f2415m c4
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p5 f0503m c4 - zipper3 f0503m c4 - parka interior f0502e c1 - vest1 f2421m c4 - boot4 f2411m c1 
rodillera c4 
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parka1 f1504b c4 - mono1 f2422m/g c1 - bamba5 f2451 c4
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p3 f1504m c9 - shirt2 f1501b c1 - suit2 f1504m c9 - vest1 f1503b/g c1 - rodillera c7 - boot2 f2411m c1
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shirt3 f1501b c1 - suit2 shortsleeve f1505m c9 - p1 f1505m c9 - boot4 f2412m c9
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p12 1504b c4 - suit2 longsleeve f1504b c4 - shirt5 f2422 m/a c2 - boot2 f2411m c2
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j2 f235 c9 - shirt3 f1501f c2 - knpull1 hm f354 + 356 c9 + c4 - p2 f1401k c8 - boot4 f2411m c2
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peto1 f1410k c4 - j5 f2423m c2 - bamba5 f2423m c2
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knpull4 f3401f c9 - peto1 f2424m/a c9 - vest1 f2422m/a c9 - boot4 f2412m c9
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tank1 f023 c2 - knhat1 f3401f c2 - j4 f2422 m/a c2 - p1 f2422 m/a c2 - bag1 f2423m c2 - boot4 f2411m c2
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mono1 f2422m/A c2 - boot2 f2411m c2
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parka vest2 f1783 c8 - j5 f2424m c9 - shirt2 f1126 c2 - p1 f2424m/a c9 - longjohn2 f0504c c2
boot2 f2412m c9

22
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